A beacon of power and performance, the Sky X9E2 is the most powerful laptop in the entire world. Effortlessly run the latest games on extreme settings with up to two desktop NVidia GeForce GTX 1080s in SLI. Overclock your GPUs and Intel i7 6700K CPU while Eurocom’s industrial-grade thermal solution dissipates the heat and your opponents flee for their lives! Get killing sprees like never before with a full HD, 120 Hz, G-Sync panel for the latest FPS, or explore untold worlds in their boundless beauty with an Ultra 4K display. Whatever you choose, glory awaits you!
**Spec Highlights**

**CHIPSET**
Intel Z170 (Skylake)

**PROCESSOR**
Socketed desktop LGA1151 CPU, Skylake: up to Intel i7-6700K, Kaby Lake: up to i7-7700K

**MEMORY**
Up to 64GB; DDR4-2133, 2400 or 2666; 4 SODIMM sockets

**GRAPHICS**
Two MXM 3.0 GPU slots; up to 190W, supports single or dual/SLI NVIDIA, GeForce GTX 1080 (8GB GDDR5X), GTX 1070 (8GB GDDR5) desktop GPUs

**DISPLAY**
17.3" FHD 1920x1080; QHD (3K) 2560x1440 and UltraHD (4K) 3840x2160
Supports 4 active displays @ 4K. 120Hz LCD optional.

**STORAGE**
Up to 12TB with 4 drives; 2x HDD/SSD (SATA3) + 2x M.2 PCIe Gen3 x4/SATA3; RAID 0/1; supports NVMe SSDs

**NETWORKING**
WLAN / Bluetooth; M.2 2230, Two 10/100/1000 Ethernet LAN on-board; Killer E2400, Support Killer Double Shot-X3 Pro

**OS**
Microsoft Windows: 10, 8.1 and 7

**AUDIO**
S/PDIF Digital Output, Built in array microphone, Built in two 2W speakers (Foster) and subwoofer, SBX Pro Studio / Sound Blaster Cinema 2, ESS Sabre HiFi Audio DAC ES9va018K2M (Headphone)

**AC ADAPTER**
330W 100-240V 50-60Hz Auto-switching (worldwide), optional 660W (2x 330W) for Extreme Performance